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President’s Message
The Art and the Science of Psychoeducational Evaluations
We as school psychologists graduate from one of the master’s degree (Ed. S) programs with the greatest quantity
of coursework, and in my opinion one of the highest levels of intensity. In contrast, you can teach most average
adults how to administer an academic or intelligence test, in a standardized manner, without a great deal of
coursework time. So, why the massive difference? There are quite a few domains within our practice that are not
related to completing psychoeducational evaluations, yet can help us to develop the art of completing a psychoeducational evaluation, taking us beyond the level of a psychometrician.
What on earth is the art of completing a psychoeducational evaluation? To me, it is about knowing how to create
convergent data so that we know, not think, that our results are valid. Then, having the information needed to
help the teachers and parents best help the student to be successful accessing their education.
(President’s message continued on next page)
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President’s Message continued
This can be as simple as knowing when a subtest just does not appear to be measuring what it is reported to be able
to measure. The following are two examples from students within the past year. First, a third-grade student whose
score on the Coding Subtest just didn’t appear to fit with any of the other data provided during the testing (diverging
instead of converging). Upon discussing this with my intern, who had administered the subtest, he described the
student as being very concerned regarding the “shape” of the responses. The data that did converge was the parent
and teacher comments that the student writes very slowly, because he will erase anything that doesn’t look “right” to
him. Therefore, the Coding Subtest was not measuring processing speed (from a cognitive sense), but instead
measuring (documenting) this student’s issues around perfectionism. My intern administered a substitute subtest,
purported to measure the same skills, and the student’s score tripled. A second example was a 4th grade student who
scored at the early first grade level for applied math problems (letting go of our issues about grade scores for this
story). This didn’t appear to be about her math skills, but instead issues she is demonstrating with language processing. So, after standardized assessment was completed, “testing the limits” was done with this student. She was
simply asked three questions (Which number is the first important number? Which number is the second important
number? And, what are you supposed to do with these numbers?). She then scored on grade level.
In the first scenario, the additional work helped the team to have convergent data and to be able to better plan for
the student (working on being “OK” with letters that are not perfect when you have to write by hand and working on
typing skills). In the second scenario, we were able to focus her specially designed instruction on understanding the
key words within story problems and creating solution sentences.
We are likely moving to qualifications using either RTI or PSW (possibly both methods will be available). After recently
attending Dr. Alfonso’s talk at our state conference (about the 10th training on PSW I have been to and the first
useful talk), I was very happy to better understand cross battery assessment as a component of PSW and their model
(the Dual Discrepancy Model). I was also excited to hear him talk about us not demonizing the tests.

Our tests are simply tools, nothing more and nothing less. None of them are perfect and none of them are highly
flawed. The problems almost always stem from us picking the wrong test for the situation and/or using the data in a
way that doesn’t apply to the situation.
For example, is there anything wrong with testing the reading of a language learner in English? Absolutely not! However, if one believes that that test tells us anything about whether or not the student can read, then that school
psychologist has inappropriately used the test. The student may in fact read, just not in English. Also, the only usages
of the reading test in English is to use the LE3AP process described in the books my wife and I have written and
additionally to potentially to establish a baseline. That is, the team needs to Look at Exposure, Experience,
Expectation and Practice to determine whether or not that individual student’s data is useful or not in determining
learning rate in reading in English. For example, if you had 3-4 like peers (same language, exposure, expectations and
interventions) and this child had learned to read in English at a similar rate as the like peers, then you have
potentially meaningful data for the student of concern.

In conclusion, the science of our profession still remains very important. That is, we need to know about what tests
there are, what they measure, the strengths/weaknesses of those tests, and how to correctly administer the tests.
Then, we need to develop our “art.” That is, how to know when the test has measured what it is built to measure and
what to do to actually achieve convergent data to prove our opinion. Last, we need to know how to take that
information and create meaning for others, the teachers and parents. This allows the IEPs to be written based upon
the results of the evaluation (instead of the testing some teachers do after an evaluation states the student is
eligible). As we move to either or both the RTI (MTSS) and PSW models of SLD qualification, we need to build both
our science of psychoeducational assessment and our art of psychoeducational assessment. And, I will argue the art
is where our future as school psychologists lies.
Please note that there are letters in this edition of the SCOPE from Dr. Steve Hirsch and Dr. Vincent Alfonso related to
this topic. It is great to have this opportunity to provide a perspective alongside these gentlemen.
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OSPI Assistant Superintendent: Director of
Special Education Glenna Gallo
Fall Conference 2018 Presentation Summary by Cassie Mulivrana Ed.S., NCSP
OSPI’s Priorities for Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities
Leadership
Growth Mindset
Evidence-Based Practices
Professional Development
Resource Allocation
Recruitment and Retention
Introduction: Assistant Superintendent of OSPI and Director of Special Education, Glenna Gallo
Glenna Gallo started as a special education teacher in Las Vegas, Nevada after having grown up there. A year into
teaching she moved to Utah and 22 years later she decided to change careers. She was a special education administrator in Utah and then became Director of Special Education for the Utah State Board of Education. Gallo has been here
in Washington for a year and a half, and has found our state to be receptive to change and forward thinking - not only
the schools and parents, but OSPI as well. Gallo spent time getting out and talking to people and asking, “What do you
think we should do?” and “What does the data say?” Everyone gave her some version of these same basic six concepts. People knew what needed to change, but they didn’t know how to change it.
Leadership:
There has been a clear pattern of delegating the needs of students with disabilities to special education departments
and Educational Staff Associates. However, all individuals who work in education as well as parents and community
members need to discuss and make decisions on how to meet the educational needs of significantly disabled students. These decisions need to be based on what these students need in order to fully access their education, and to
support their transition into the world. The decisions need to be made on data, not perceptions. The focus should not
be on trying to align their educational experience based on the average student.
Growth Mindset:
We really want IEP teams talking about how it is students with disabilities are going to improve without setting up barriers for those students. We see barriers around access to grade level content instruction, academic instruction being
provided by non-content experts and barriers around how students are accessing graduation. We are concerned with
test taking patterns and graduation pathways – off grade level assessments and graduating through a certificate of
individual achievement. Conversations center around what students with disabilities can’t do and shouldn’t have to
do. This worries Gallo as an educator and a former student with a disability. Gallo had an IEP for speech and language
in High School due to a hearing impairment. She asked if we could imagine how her course would be different if
someone had told her what she couldn’t do. We need to have courageous conversations. Sometimes we don’t want to
do anything different if we don’t know that it’s going to be perfect, but we’ll never change if that’s the case. We need
to identify what is we want to do and where we want to go and move in that direction. As we identify what isn’t
working, we address it.
(Continued on next page)
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OSPI Continued
What school psychologists can bring to the conversation is what that student CAN do. Focusing on how we can give
students access to effective instruction, access to the core instruction, and access to grade level peers. We’re seeing
declining trends in students with disabilities accessing post-secondary education. Gallo shared that when she spoke to
a group of individuals trained to support students transitioning to post-secondary and she asked how many believed
the students could go to college and only three individuals stood up. This is not a position we should be comfortable
with, but instead should come together to support the change that is needed to truly support our students with
disabilities.
Evidence Based Practices:

We want to look at instruction and interventions within the MTSS framework and inclusionary practices. OSPI is supporting MTSS statewide and are looking at requesting funding. The first state MTSS conference was held in November
2018. It was completely full, over 400 people registered within a week. Due to this, OSPI is holding a second conference
in the spring. Professional development needs to be ongoing because school staff are going to need more than one
training. MTSS is a framework for pulling everything together, but not the answer. We’re supporting it, but it’s coming
out of the Center for Improvement of Student Learning and Office of System and School Improvement. We’re looking
at internally building staff capacity. Gallo said that she hopes that we are all aware and participating in this work, that
we’re having conversations within our schools and in our districts. It’s not a magic bullet that’s going to fix everything,
but an opportunity to look at the needs of students and how to address those. We’ve seen the high leverage research
in special education and OSPI is looking for ways to create greater access to this information. According to Gallo, “If I
have difficulty accessing that information, how would I expect those people that need it in the field to have access
about those things that impact them the most?”
Professional Development:
We all need professional development and professional learning is part of life. It has to be effective, implemented, and
requires coaching. The other concern is that our whole system is set up to train everyone in silos and then expect them
to work together. Special education teachers are trained by themselves, general education teachers by themselves,
psychologists by themselves. How do we make those changes in preservice and Inservice training so that we’re trained
together to use those skills and each other’s service? OSPI is working on increasing the professional days across the
state and allowing districts to identify the concepts that are being taught within the structure of those days including
ELL, social emotional learning, students with disabilities, racial equity, and more. Within those structures there will be
some opportunity for additional learning across the system.
Resource Allocation:
How do we use the funds effectively? How do we make sure that we don’t remove the opportunity for incidental benefit just because we’re using special education funds? How do we reduce cost for administrative functioning? OSPI recently backed a bill that removes some tasks from school psychologists. She recognized there is a defining role for
school psychologist providing social emotional supports for students’ in bill 1377. It passed but it wasn’t funded. Everyone should be getting six hours a year to collaborate in their districts to collaborate with the individuals listed in the
bill. Not an extra day but designated within the day. There is a focus on increasing direct supports to students. Gallo
shared that we need to make sure the people that have the largest amount of knowledge and skill are the ones that are
working with students.
(Continued on next page)
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OSPI Continued
Recruitment and Retention:
OSPI needs to make sure that we have adequate, properly trained staff. “It’s important to keep those of you that are
here and give you the opportunity to work with kids.” OSPI is actually looking at applying for a national grant for the
CEEDAR’s system about changing preparation programs for those working with students with disabilities. We’re participating in that, but it’s the responsibility of PESBE. There’s a pattern of us pushing the system and then stepping
back. That’s where we’re going in special education.
So how are we going to apply and do all of this with what we’re currently doing? We have to come together and talk
to each other and examine our values and if what we’re doing reflects the values that we have and why we have
them.

CALL for PRESENTATION/WORKSHOP
2019 School Psychology Fall Conference- October 17-19th
Davenport Hotel - Spokane
We are attempting to identify speakers for the upcoming Fall conference and your participation in the
past, recommendation from colleague and/or interest has entitled you to this invitation. Please consider presenting at our conference. We are very flexible in terms of length of talk. Simply complete the
form below and send to me. I will need abstracts by Feb 15 but have no fear, I will bug (remind) you
over next month.

Presenter Name(s)____________________________________________________
Affiliation (district/university/agency)____________________________________
TOPIC OF TALK (e.g. assessment; consultation; social-emotional; mental health)
___________________________________________________________________
Title of Talk:________________________________________________________
Ideal length of time for talk:
______ part of a panel (maybe 20 min or so)
______ short discussion format (45 min-1 hr)
______ traditional length for WSASP (90 min)
______ workshop for certification (e.g. ethics; suicide prevention; abuse) 3 hrs
Preferred Day/times for talk
____thurs afternoon ____Friday morning ____Friday afternoon ____Sat morning
____thurs morning (available for certification workshops)
Abstract (if available now; otherwise please submit by Feb 15) (feel free to attach if more space needed)
Please return to Steve Hirsch
Steve.hirsch@shorelineschools.org
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Review of Legal Updates Presented at WSASP 2018 Fall Conference by Lynette Baisch
Laurie Engelbeck Ph.D., NCSP, President-Elect, Communications Chair &
Mikael Olson Ed.S., NCSP, Area Co-Representative 1C
Lynette Baisch of the Seattle law firm of Porter Foster Rorick advises and defends school districts on a broad range of
legal issues with a particular emphasis on special education law. She frequently works with IEP teams to develop defensible and appropriate programming, and has extensive experience defending school districts in due process hearings and court appeals. This year at the WSASP conference, Baisch answered questions that had been submitted by
school psychologists. This summary contains general information regarding common legal considerations, and should
not be taken as legal advice regarding any particular set of circumstances within your district. Every student has a
unique set of issues that must be taken into account when determining legal strategy. When in doubt, consult with
your special education director.
Recommendation: Always give the Procedural Safeguards to parents.
Section 504: Students can be placed outside of general education and even have a behavior plan with a 504. The 504
rules say that students must be placed in general education “to the maximum extent appropriate.” However, if students need services that are not provided in general education, we should be evaluating them for special education. If
parents refuse the IEP, in some cases a school may want to consider providing services under 504 instead.
Least Restrictive Environment: 1:1 in general education vs. a separate setting:
Removal of the student from the general education environment occurs only if the nature and severity of the disability
is such that education in general education with supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
OSPI says that students should be in general education as much as possible, and sometimes a 1:1 can facilitate that. If
there are behavioral concerns, the student may need specially designed instruction in behavior which may be separate from academic instruction.
The 1:1 aide in general education may be more restrictive if the student is not getting the benefit of peer interaction.
It depends on the role of the 1:1 aide. Factors to consider include the educational benefits for general education, the
nonacademic benefits of general education, the effect on the teacher and other students, and the cost.
Extracurricular Activities and FAPE:
Extracurricular activities are not usually considered to be part of FAPE. If the team considers the activity to be part of
the student’s FAPE, then accommodations should be documented in the IEP.
If it is not part of FAPE, accommodations can be addressed through the ADA process.
Athletic eligibility can be extended up to age 21. The obligation to comply with 504 supersedes the obligation to comply with WIAA regulations. Students with developmental disabilities may receive a waiver in regards to the 4-year
limit of athletic eligibility.
Signatures on the IEP:
Signatures on the IEP documents attendance, but not agreement or consent. If signatures do not reflect attendance
at an actual meeting, they are useless. A “Signature only” IEP meeting is not an IEP meeting (when the parent cannot attend, and the team gathers to sign the IEP before the due date.) If the parents want to participate, delay the
meeting so they can participate. While OSPI wants IEPs to be in compliance, the 9 Circuit says it is better to delay the
meeting and include the parents.
th
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Legal Updates continued
Manifestation Determination:
The Manifestation Determination (MD) must be conducted within 10 school days of any decision to change the placement of a student who is eligible for special education because of a violation of a code of student conduct. If repeated
removals are the only way to manage the student’s behavior, the student may need a different placement with more
behavioral supports. Once the student has had 10 days of suspension, the team needs to do a MD after every behavioral incident. If the student is in the process of a special education evaluation, the team must conduct the MD with
the information that is available. The student in process of evaluation is subject to IDEA protection.
Signatures on the Evaluation Report:
The signature page reflects who was at the meeting and who made the decision. Specific team members are required
for a Specific Learning Disability evaluation (gen-ed teacher, school psychologist, and parent). The signatures do not
need to include everyone who gave input (e.g., all gen-ed teachers). Ideally, everyone who assessed the student
should be at the meeting and would sign the report. If someone who assessed the student is not at the meeting (OT,
for example), it does not necessarily matter if they sign or not. If the person does not attend, it is OK to have them
sign as long as you note that in the PWN. The administrators and others in the room all sign. WAC says that “each
professional member of the group” must sign to certify their conclusion in writing.
Other Health Impairment and Diagnoses:
Is a medical diagnosis required for eligibility under the OHI category? A due process decision involving the Lakewood
School District in 2011 said that “Under Other Health Impairment, there is no requirement to list a specific diagnosis.
Rather it is defined by reference to limited strength, vitality, or alertness. These are not medical diagnoses but functional descriptors.” There is no need for a diagnosis. The team can use rating scales and observations in order to
qualify a student under OHI. If the student needs a medical assessment, then the District needs to provide a medical
evaluation. A school district could be liable for denying FAPE if they refuse services because there is no diagnosis.
2018 Case Law:
Lincoln-Sudbury RSD v. Mr. and Mrs. W (Mass. 2018). In “one of the best schools in the state,” an honor student was
hit by a hockey stick, had a concussion and lost a tooth. She got a B- in an Intensive Honors Geometry class. The
teacher recommended the student take a lower level Honors Math class. Then the parents asked for a special education evaluation. They could have over-ruled the recommendation and kept her in the highest math class, but they
wanted a recommendation for the highest class. The judge said that because the student had made a full recovery,
there was no Child Find obligation. Takeaway for school psychologists: There is no obligation to evaluate if the disability is temporary.
Stephen C v. Bureau of Indian Education (D. Ariz. 2018). Native American students sued the Bureau of Indian Education school and said the school knew the population has a history of trauma and adversity. The parents said because
of the history and knowledge of the trauma, the school should suspect a disability and consider a 504 plan because
this student is in this population. Takeaway for school psychologists: Known history of trauma exposure may warrant
Section 504 evaluation.
S.P. v. East Whittier City School District (9 Circuit 2018). Student with a hearing impairment was found eligible under
the Communication category. Because the IDEA includes specific consideration for the IEP team when the student is
hearing impaired, this category error denied the student FAPE. Takeaway for school psychologists: The category
matters more if the category declined carries extra procedural rights.
th
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WSASP 2018 Fall Conference Awards
Robert Graham, Ed.S., NCSP
Walla Walla Public Schools
School Psychologist of the Year
This award is given to a School Psychologist who demonstrates excellence across
a broad range of domains. Multiple letters of recommendation are required. Robert
was nominated by co-workers, including a teacher, administrator, and school psychologist.

Robert’s colleagues describe him as a top-notch school psychologist and remarkable human being. Each week, he meets with special education teachers, learning
specialists, speech and language pathologists, counselors, principals, behavior specialists, and others. He believes in a team approach and encourages everyone to
work together to provide the best possible services for each student.
When it comes to interventions, Robert is never afraid to think outside the box and be creative. He is known for
setting time aside from paperwork and meetings to engage with students. It would not be strange to see Robert
out throwing a football with a middle school student as a reward for making their weekly behavior goal. He
always ensures that the students on his caseload are taken care of and receiving the instruction they need. He goes
out of his way to visit with students who need a little extra attention. Students love him and look forward to their
special “Lunch Bunch,” his presence on the playground or in their classrooms, or even just getting a fist bump in
the hall. Because of his always-calm, always-positive-but-firm demeanor, he is able to help students
de-escalate when necessary, so they can return to productive learning. When asked who their preferred adults are,
many of the highest need students will name Mr. Graham. When he had students transitioning from middle
school to high school from the behavior program, Rob spent time going to the high school and playing
basketball with students to ease the transition.
Robert is seen by district leaders as level-headed, reasonable, and as a leader of his colleagues. His opinion and
input are sought frequently by our district special education director and by other school psychologists. He is currently mentoring a new-to-district school psychologist and is supervising a school psychology practicum
student.
This past spring, Robert played a pivotal role on behalf of school psychologists and itinerant staff by advocating
for equal working conditions and compensation between the union and the district. He spent hours researching
comparable districts’ negotiated agreements and melding them into language for our union negotiators to
present.
Robert’s way of sharing assessment information and recommendations with staff and families includes visuals,
examples, compassion, and a clear strengths-based focus that puts the whole team at ease. Parents walk away
feeling heard, and that their child is valued. Staff walk away feeling supported and confident that their student
will get the support he or she needs. He is a natural leader, and helps guide the multidisciplinary team toward decision, always keeping the focus on what is best for children. He can be counted on to be highly professional at
all times.
***Congratulations Robert on being an inspiration to us all!***
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Sheri Bentley, GPR Co-Chair, Mental Health Co-Chair,
Area 5 Representative
Tumwater School District
The Louisa Thompson award recognizes individuals for outstanding service
to the Association. The award was set up in honor of Louisa Thompson
who was one of the primary persons in establishing WSASP.
Sherri Bentley was the WSASP President for 2015-2016. She was the Area
5 Representative from 2009-2014 and is currently the Area 5 Co-Rep. She
has collaborated at the state level regarding Social Emotional Learning and
the discrepancy model, and she has advocated for the profession in combination with School Counselors regarding the provision of statewide therapeutic interventions. She has been WSASP’s Government and Public Relations representative since 2015 and
is currently the association’s Mental Health Co-Chair. She is a strong advocate for her association and her profession.
Sherri demonstrates commitment to her association, to the profession, to the community and most importantly to a daily, fierce, advocacy for our most vulnerable population. She not only supervises interns but
truly teaches them what it is to do this very difficult and often contentious job. She has supported, teamed,
and collaborated with teachers who were struggling to find that key to a particular student’s success. She is
sought out for her guidance and knowledge. Even with a massive case load, she finds time to run student
groups, support/instruct teachers on positive behavior strategies, and helps to brainstorm ways for students
and teachers to experience success on a daily basis.
Sherri’s principal at Peter G. Schmidt Elementary reports that she has demonstrated the ability to communicate effectively with all stakeholders. As school psychologist, she has effectively taken the lead on Behavior
Interventions while training staff on Best Practices in modifications and proactive measures in supporting ALL
students. In addition, she has served on the district level Behavior Education and Support Team. She is viewed
as a strong leader and has worked closely with several teams of teachers. She focuses on supporting the
whole child including their social, emotional and academic wellbeing. ***You are Truly Superb Sherri***
GPR Email Update
The 2019 legislative session begins today! Your volunteer GPR committee will be busy in Olympia, tracking relevant
legislation and advocating for school psychologists and students in Washington. This effort will include periodic requests
for you to send emails to your local representatives. GPR requests will need to be sent to your personal email. Please
make sure your WSASP profile has been updated to include a personal email address. If you are interested in joining the
GPR committee, send an email to gpr@wsasp.org!
WSASP Week of Action February 11-15, 2019
The WSASP Government and Public Relations (GPR) Committee is proud to announce that the Third Annual WSASP
Week of Action will take place February 11-15, 2019. This is a unique opportunity for WA school psychologists to learn
about individual and legislative advocacy, and to earn clock hours for continued professional development. More information will be coming soon. Contact your GPR Committee if you have questions!
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Social Emotional Learning (SEL), Mental Health Supports, and MTSS in Schools:
One District’s and One School Psychologist’s Journey
Sherri Bentley, GPR Co-chair, Mental Health Co-chair, Area 5 Co-Rep - Tumwater School District
There’s a lot of focus these days on Social Emotional Learning (SEL), mental health supports, and Multi-Tiered
Systems of Support (MTSS). As school psychologists, we are primed to step into some of these areas as experts
and support personnel. But how does one go about it? How do districts move forward? How do school psychologists find their place in all of these new (or not so new) areas of focus in education? What follows is a
journey of one district, and this school psychologist, through all of these new areas that are now a part of public education.
In 2016, the Tumwater School District was already engaging in a ‘community schools’ endeavor, in partnership
with multiple organizations, in which schools acted as neighborhood hubs where students and families can access everything they need, as well as building support networks with schools and community organizations to
improve education, behavioral, and health outcomes for youth. Several schools already had School Resource
Centers, which provide food, clothing, and hygiene items, and the district provided a free annual ‘back to basics’ event with free sports physicals and immunizations; we also created partnerships with dental and vision
providers for families in need. Thanks to a partnership with Sea Mar Community Health Centers, in-school
mental health counseling was becoming available to all middle and high school students. At this time, most
buildings were also fairly well immersed in some sort of PBIS system as a foundation for social and behavior
supports.
Also in 2016, Tumwater School District (TSD) created their five year strategic plan for the years 2016-2021.
One goal was termed the ‘Whole Child,’ stating ‘By 2021, a system of supports and interventions will be fully
operational in each school to address social/emotional barriers to learning and success.’ Strategies included
professional development, creation of a mental health task force, creation of a ‘triage’ model for the access of
mental health services, creation of a service provider list for student/family needs across the district, providing
parent trainings, creating/enhancing the existing multi-tiered support systems in each building related to social
emotional support, and conducting an asset mapping of existing resources.
In 2016-17 and 2017-18, the district provided extensive professional development regarding Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) and trauma informed practice in schools. The newly formed Mental Health Task
Force (MHTF) (consisting of administrators, school psychologists, school counselors, school nurses, and Sea
Mar) also began to look at universal screening for social/emotional/behavioral concerns. We investigated all
those available for purchase, but none really fit the model we were looking for, which was to align the screener
with the emerging Social Emotional Learning (SEL) standards being created at OSPI (as well as those already in
existence in Collaborative to Advance Social and Emotional Learning or CASEL). So, we decided to create our
own screener. The screener, dubbed the Tumwater Universal Screener for Social Emotional Learning, or TUSSEL, was piloted during the 2017-18 school year, and cut points were developed to indicate students in need.
This provided staff the practice and experience of completing the screener, as well as some baseline data for
the district regarding areas of need. While it is recommended that universal screening be conducted three
times per year, based on staff feedback it was determined to only do the TUSSEL twice, in the middle and end
of the school year. It is hoped that this year the data will help to drive direct interventions, especially at the
Tier 2 and Tier 3 levels.
(Continued on next page)
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Social Emotional Learning (SEL), Mental Health Supports, and MTSS in Schools:
One District’s and One School Psychologist’s Journey Continued

In 2017-18 the district also began to look for SEL curriculum that could be provided at the Tier 1 level, especially in elementary. The MHTF researched various curriculums, and made some recommendations. During
this period, one building in particular, decided to ‘launch,’ even without curriculum. Peter G Schmidt Elementary was particularly primed to lead the way, and decided to use the book Everyday SEL in Elementary School
to develop daily/weekly activities that could occur in the general education classrooms. This building also decided to add to their already well developed Student Intervention Team (SIT) process, by creating a building
level behavior intervention team. Both of these efforts grew out of the previous years feedback that SEL and
behavior were the primary areas of concern and need in the building. As with all new things, some aspects of
these efforts went well and some not so much. But what mattered is that the building didn’t wait until the
TUSSEL data came back or a curriculum was adopted, but rather moved forward in an attempt to directly address the needs they were experiencing at a building level. I mention this mainly because we often wait and
wait until everything seems perfectly lined up or in place, when sometimes we just need to do something—
one thing—that would make a difference in the daily experiences of students and staff.
By the end of the 2017-18 school year, the district was ready to pilot an elementary SEL curriculum. This curriculum had not been found by the research efforts of the MHTF, but rather by a training that school counselors in the district had attended. Sanford Harmony is a free SEL curriculum developed and researched at the
Denny Sanford School of Social and Family Dynamic at Arizona State University (ASU). Subsequent research
has been conducted by National University, and further evaluation is being conducted by John Hopkins University. This curriculum is aligned with CASEL competencies, and is incredibly user friendly, thus creating ‘buy in’
by the general education staff that would need to be implementing it in their classrooms. This roll out has
happened almost district wide at the elementary level this year. And since there was very little financial outlay, the district was also able to research and look at purchasing appropriate curriculum for the secondary levels.
Another focus is Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS), being put forward by OSPI. Again, Peter G Schmidt
Elementary found themselves in the unique position to roll out an MTSS system that would include academic
as well as social/emotional/behavioral supports. The principal went to an MTSS conference, and came back
enthused and energized—and created a building MTSS manual, complete with forms and a flow chart. Initially
staff felt a bit reluctant, thinking it was just going to be more work. There is also a lingering district and building culture that assumes that a referral to special education is the ‘magic bullet,’ and this just seemed like a
barrier, focusing heavily on utilizing grade level PLCs in conjunction with other building staff, to problem solve
at the early Tier 2 levels. However, we are at the end of November, and there has not been one SIT referral
(to the Tier 3 team) yet! PLCs are doing the collaborative work to address many lower level Tier 2 needs. The
building also engaged in some extended staff meeting training regarding Universal Design for Learning (UDL),
as well as strategies for accommodating a variety of student needs, which helped the staff feel supported in
this process. The building is also engaged in a book study, reading Fostering Resilient Learners: Strategies for
Creating a Trauma-Sensitive Classroom. Overall, the majority of staff are on board and engaged in these
‘new’ systems and endeavors.
Tumwater has also provided the PREPaRE Workshop 2 training to school psychologists, school counselors, and
administrators, and is developing a district level Critical Incident Response Team (CIRT). We have also gone
through Threat/Risk Assessment training, and each building has at least one trained person to help with these
procedures.
(Continued on next page)
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Social Emotional Learning (SEL), Mental Health Supports, and MTSS in Schools: One District’s and One
School Psychologist’s Journey
And finally, the district has gradually created, over the course of the last few years, a district level behavior team.
The Behavior Education and Support Team (BEST) is led by two certificated individuals (a counselor and school psychologist) and has five paraeducators that are receiving their Registered Behavior Tech (RBT) training. This team supports buildings in crisis around behavior in a variety of ways, from observations and data collection, to development
and modeling of structured behavior plans, as well as staff training. The creation and implementation of this team
has not been without ‘speed bumps,’ but as with all such efforts, it is an unfolding and organic process.
It should come as no surprise that I nominated my district for the School Psychological Services Award in 2017, which
we received. I am proud to have been able to be part of this process of change and encouraged that school psychologists are being offered a seat at the table. As I once heard at an advocacy conference, ‘If you aren’t at the table, you
will be on the menu.’ School psychologists have so much to offer to these efforts, and are often either overlooked or
too overworked in other ways to be able to fully participate.
Obviously there has been support at both the district and building levels, and I am fortunate to work in a building that
has significant buy in and support. This helps, a lot, but it is not impossible to accomplish something even without
this level of support. And one place to start is to begin those conversations with administration, to see what ‘first
steps’ could happen. If your district or building has a committee regarding their strategic plan, or school improvement plan, ask to be on it. If there is a committee regarding possible SEL curriculum, ask to be on it. Let folks know
that you would be willing to help with any steps toward an MTSS model in your building(s). Find a niche, a place
where your skills are needed and would be valued, and start there—nothing was ever accomplished without those
beginning first steps.
Over the last few years we have learned a lot regarding what works and what doesn’t—but we didn’t wait until we
had all the answers to begin. Each effort had its ‘fits and starts,’ and plenty of ‘hiccups’ along the way, but we didn’t
let that deter us. And at each juncture, school psychologists were offered a ‘seat at the table.’ This school psychologist chose to say ‘yes’ over and over again—did I want to be on the MHTF? Yes! Would I be a team leader on the
CIRT? Yes! Could I help with the building level behavior team or the MTSS in the building? Yes! Would I be interested in receiving training? Yes! Would I be willing to provide trainings? Yes! Would I co-lead the district behavior
team? Yes! I said yes each time, not because I didn’t have enough work to do (and often, the workload didn’t change
as a result of volunteering to help with some endeavor), but because if school psychologists are ever going to be perceived outside the realm of special education, we have to seize the opportunities that come our way. We have to be
willing to step up and be leaders and change agents in our buildings and our districts. We have to be willing to share
our knowledge and expertise. And each time I said yes, I gained something—whether it be new learning, new colleagues, new experiences, I always came out somewhat richer for the experience. And now, in my district, school
psychologists are beginning to be seen as experts across a variety of domains, and not just evaluators for special education. Everyone has benefitted from this journey, not the least being our students and families that receive a variety
of supports both in and outside of school.

Survey About 504 Evaluation Practices
The Shoreline School District is looking for feedback from other districts about the 504 referral
and evaluation process. Please consider taking this short survey if you are responsible for 504
evaluations, or forwarding the survey to the 504 coordinator in your building(s). Click here to
access the survey. Contact Steve Hirsch for more information.
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WSASP 2018 Fall Conference
School Psychology Services Award
Franklin Pierce School District
This award is given to departments, schools, districts, clinics, hospitals, or other corporate entities, which exemplify effective School Psychology practice in assessment
intervention, consultation, education supervision, or research/evaluation. It is intended that the district/agency counterpart of the School Psychologist of the Year
award.
The Franklin Pierce team of professionals takes the work of student success very
seriously. We have embraced MTSS as an instructional approach and as a method
for determining eligibility for special education services in the category of SLD. Our
district has been using curriculum-based measurement for decision making since at
least 2002. Our use of the problem-solving model to build our instructional programs and our response to student needs has been proven effective when we look
at factors such as academic outcomes and graduation rates.
At this time, our district is working with the American Institute for Research through the Department of Education on Data Based
Interventions in the area of mathematics for elementary and middle school students. Research and findings from this project will
be made available to states and at a national level. Additionally, OSPI is now partnering with this same team for statewide consultative services.
We all take leadership roles in district committees and teams designed to give direction to the district on a variety of issues including (but not limited to) MTSS, academic and behavior, Flight Team (our Crisis Recovery team), and curriculum and assessment
adoption. Our voices are heard and respected.
In our district, we take pride in both teaching and learning from the newest generation of School Psychologists. Our team has
hosted numerous interns over the years who get opportunities with every School Psychologist in our district to expand and grow
their skills. *** Franklin Pierce we hope all districts are paying attention to how extraordinary you are***

Carrie Suchy, NSCP, GPR Co-Chair
Franklin Pierce School District
Carrie’s colleagues report that she advocates for special education policies that benefit all students, including students with disabilities. She focused consistently on house bills proposed in Olympia that promote
social/emotional learning and recognition of dyslexia as an educational diagnosis. That advocacy will only contribute
to increase support of the needs of disabled students in our schools. I have witnessed her determination both at the
legislative level in Olympia, at the district level with our school board and our Superintendent, with our Director, in
our school psych team, and with fellow team members across the district.
She is also an active member of the Franklin Pierce Education Association and consistently advocates for the rights of
teachers, in general. She is an amazingly dedicated school psychologist and educator who is most deserving of recognition by our organization.
***Carrie you consistently go above and beyond to advocate for us and children***
(Awards cont. page 18)
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The Science and Art of Assessment and Evaluation
Vincent C. Alfonso, Ph.D.
Dean of the School of Education, Gonzaga University
Seasoned school psychologists have mastered the skill of integrating data from multiple sources, multiple
methods, and multiple settings. Effectively, they understand that in order to assess and evaluate competently
any student an integration of science and art is required. In my opinion school psychologists should be able to
“paint a picture or tapestry” of the students they assess and evaluate by using all the tools they have at their
disposal. Although clinical acumen and judgment are critical in the assessment and evaluation process so too
is knowledge of our tools including their psychometric properties as the foundation. Rather than write a tome
on psychometric theory and its applications, I provide a very brief overview of the most important psychometric properties of standardized, norm-referenced tests, rating scales, interviews, and observations. Then I
offer some opinions on the art or clinical judgment involved in assessment and evaluation. Finally, I attempt
to bring together the science and art of assessment and evaluation that I believe is absolutely necessary in order to make accurate classifications or diagnoses as well as render clear, evidence-based, and logical recommendations or interventions.
All school psychologists should review critically the psychometric properties of the instruments they use or
methods they employ. Although many of us may not be enamored with this activity, it is imperative in the
assessment and evaluation process. Instruments that do not have at least adequate psychometric properties
become nearly useless because they can lead to wrong decisions that can do harm to the student. Characteristics of our instruments and methods such as standardization, reliability, and validity are important to review
when choosing a tool or approach to use. Additional characteristics to review, especially when working with
young students, are item gradients, floors, and ceilings. Although all characteristics are important, reliability
may be the most critical one because it is foundational to decision making and forms the basis of validity. As
a former professor said in many of my classes, “If it ain’t got reliability, it ain’t got nothin’.” Several tests and
measurement texts and resources are available for school psychologists to brush up on their psychometric
knowledgebase and instrument/method review skills. Three very good resources, in my opinion, are the following:
American Educational Research Association (AERA), American Psychological
Association (APA), & National Council on Measurement in Education (NCME).
(2014). Standards for educational and psychological testing. Washington, DC:
AERA.
Kaplan, R. M., & Saccuzzo, D. P. (2017). Psychological testing: Principles,
applications, and issues (9th ed.). Boston, MA: Cengage Learning.
Urbina, S. (2004). Essentials of psychological testing. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.
(Continued on next page)
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The Science and Art of Assessment and Evaluation cont.
The art of assessment and evaluation may be akin to interpretation of students’ performance. For example, 5
or even 10 students may earn the same scaled or standard score on a subtest or composite, respectively, but
the reasons for their performance may differ substantially. Behavior observations, especially those involving
effort or motivation, are essential to interpreting performance. In addition, asking the students how they
solved the item or approached the task may be critical information to gather in forming hypotheses regarding
strengths and weaknesses and problem solving skills. I believe that mastering the art of interpretation takes
years to achieve and requires exceptional mentoring from seasoned professionals. I recall when I began
working in special education preschools that I did not have the experience of some of my colleagues who had
been working with young students (some as young as two years of age) for many years and thus I relied
heavily on the science of the assessment and evaluation process. However, after several years of practice and
working with hundreds of preschoolers I became more facile with the art of the process and eventually with
the integration of science and art. It is this latter skill, integration of science and art, that I believe makes us
more than psychometricians or charlatans; it is what makes us school psychologists. Earlier in this article I
mentioned painting a picture or a tapestry of the students we assess and evaluate because I believe that parents, teachers, and the students themselves want to know what we learned by working many hours with them.
If we cannot provide an ecologically valid picture or tapestry, then we did not do our jobs well. What we
want to hear from these stakeholders is something like: Wow, how do you know my child, student, or me so
well in just a few weeks or even days?
The science and art of assessment and evaluation are developmental skills that unfold overtime with broad
and deep experience as well as high quality supervision or mentoring. It is easy to become discouraged or
anxious when we are not sure about what we are doing or if we are correct in our interpretations of performance. This is especially true for novice school psychologists who may have heavy case-loads of heterogeneous students. When in doubt, it is prudent to consult with colleagues and perhaps pause before drawing
conclusions or making any definitive recommendations. My final thought and advice are that there are colleagues who do not believe in the science and art of assessment and evaluation or who believe there is one
and only one way to measure or interpret students’ functioning; be wary of extremists especially those who
are not in the trenches working with students on a regular basis as you are day in and day out.
Advice
One of the time-consuming obstacles I have seen newer school psychologists struggle with is the initial development of the
tools and resources they will use in their practice. As school psychologists we create guides, flowcharts, outlines, and
handouts. We write reports explaining and analyzing the same subtests multiple times. My advice is to do everything well,
one time. Committing to this will save you from rewriting, recreating, and reinventing things you have already done. This
idea goes for anything from templates of test descriptions to intervention handouts. Do it well, one time, and save it. You
can modify and improve it from there. The complement to this advice is to then selflessly share your work. If you have
worked hard to accurately describe every subtest in your primary batteries, pulled from research and resources so it is accurate and easy to understand, send your work out to your school psych team. We are always better when we work together.
Jamie Chaffin, Past President, Ed.D., NCSP, LPC, Director : Ed.S. in School Psychology Respecialization Program
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology
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Christina Phan Ed.S, NCSP & Kelly Glick Ed.S., NCSP
Franklin Pierce School District
Best Practice Award in Assessment
Kelly and Christina were nominated by colleagues in Franklin Pierce because of their demonstration of a thorough understanding of the district’s use
of Multi-Tiered Systems of Support/Response to Intervention as it relates to
meeting the educational needs of students. They support district and school
teams in the use of MTSS/RTI data-based decisions for system level change
as well as determining special education eligibility for students with Specific
Learning Disabilities. They have served as leaders in the district’s switch
from AIMSweb to FastBridge by providing consultation and training to
teams in the use of this new assessment platform. They are both passionate
about data-based decisions and have made an impact on the district’s academic and behavioral progress.
They use a variety of assessment and data-collection tools to meet the needs of teachers and students in the
areas of social/emotional/behavior. They are strong advocates and consultants for data-based decisions regarding these emotional areas. Their work has led to real change in meeting student needs. Kelly and Christina have helped to assess the district’s need for an expanded School Psychologist role. They have advocated at
the district level with the Superintendent about this need.
Both Kelly and Christina presented at the WSASP 2018 Fall Conference to support our Association’s
knowledge of our assessment model. Franklin Pierce is one of a small handful of districts that have OSPI approved MTSS procedures for SLD eligibility and they are taking the charge of sharing our great work.
***Congratulations Christina and Kelly for collaborating on a process for superior assessments***

Arick Branen M.Ed., LMHC
Tacoma Public Schools
President’s Award
This award is given by the WSASP President to recognize individuals for outstanding
service contributions to the Association.
Arick has served our association as the Treasurer for several years, a job that is one of
the most time-consuming jobs within our association. In addition to this role, Arick has
worked on many committees, including our professional development committee. The
professional development committee, like the role of treasurer, is a
very time-consuming part of being on the WSASP board. Additionally, it isn’t that Arick just does these roles, he does them very well.
Arick has been instrumental in solving financial challenges that we have faced as an association. In addition, he examines our budget for trends so that we can make needed
adjustments. Last, and possibly most importantly, Arick is a pleasure to work with in all
the roles that he participates in within our association.
****You truly make a difference Arick!****
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Jennifer Barr DeHann, Ph.D., NCSP
Tumwater School District
Best Practices in Intervention
Jenn’s colleagues report that she is the kind of School Psychologist who exemplifies the
concept of an expanded role. On many occasions, principals have reported how her direct intervention with students has been critical to helping students maintain availability
to instruction. Her office had a window into the behavior program and she frequently
kept an eye on the program while working. She would come to the classroom to intervene on the behalf of staff or students before, during, and after a behavioral event. She is
not afraid to work through social/behavioral events with students and more importantly,
she is preemptive by building strong trusting relationships with parents and staff so that
her interventions or suggestions are not seen as judgmental or critical. She also provides
interventions, instruction, and supports to parents in partnership with her building administrators. Jenn is a
trusted member of her building teams and is sought out for social, behavioral, and academic interventions
and support. She has a quiet yet funny demeanor, which immediately put staff, students, and parents at
ease so that they can benefit from her talents.
***Truly Inspirational Intervention Process Jenn ***

Kristi Bramble, MS, NCSP
Tumwater School District
Best Practices in Consultation
Kristi’s colleagues call her the “jack of all trades” for secondary education. What she
does best in all these settings is consult with her general education and special education peers to further the likelihood that our special students succeed in whatever
setting they find themselves. Her building administrators rely heavily on her to guide
them through the twists and turns of Special Education and 504 laws and practices.
Her word is gold to them. She partners with the building School Counselors to create
the master schedules, write plans, meet with parents and students, and is a wealth of
knowledge on the different paths to graduation. She is a collaborator and a realist. She has a clear focus on
the needs of the students and is able to help staff understand how to best work with students within her
buildings and programs. She is sought out by her peers regarding all things secondary and post high school
and has been the supervisor of many interns who have gone on to be successful throughout the state. Her
calm demeanor and unassuming attitude hides a fierce advocate and brilliant consultant.
***Your advocacy and consultation are extraordinary Kristi***
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Mikael Olson, Ed.S., NCSP
Issaquah School District
Best Practices in Supervision and Training
Mikael served as the Team Leader of the school psychologists in the Issaquah School
District for 6 years. She consistently goes above and beyond to help new school psychologists and interns feel welcome and supported. She always makes time to problem solve a case or situation when colleagues give her a call. As team leader, Mikael
organized our team meetings and arranged for professional development for our
team. She developed a training program for new psychologists and interns to help
them get started with the many things they need to know about how to work in our
district. She found that even experienced psychologists need to learn about the
“Issaquah Way.” Mikael worked with a multidisciplinary group to develop a Mentor Training Checklist for
new special education staff. This extensive checklist cues new staff about information they might not even
have known they needed and where to find all the important information in their buildings and in the district.
After being trained by Steve Gill, Mikael and our district ELL specialist have repeated trainings and updates
on how to use the ELL Critical Data Matrix. While being very detail-oriented, Mikael is aware of the needs of
her audience and organizes her presentations to address the most important concerns. Her presentation style is
always friendly and approachable.
Mikael has supervised interns and mentored new psychologists. Her most recent intern reports, “I consider
myself a better school psychologist due to Mikael’s guidance and mentorship.” These technical aspects of our
role however, only tell part of the story of why Mikael is such a magnificent mentor. Mikael uses her in-depth
knowledge of systems, law and educational resources to put students first. She utilizes her expertise in this
field to think creatively about each and every individual case that comes across her desk.”
Mikael is the kind of person psychologists just naturally reach out to with questions. She has a great memory
for District policies and procedures and if she cannot answer a question, she knows who to ask. People respect her knowledge. Mikael has had the opportunity to step into multiple buildings ECE through High
School, to assist when psychologists have gone out on leave or are overloaded. Teams with whom she has
worked appreciate her organization, ethics, teamwork and ability to be student focused.
***Mikael your process of supervision and training are truly Excellent***
NASP Resource
http://www.nasponline.org/resources-and-publications/resources/school-safety-and-crisis
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Marie Elizabet King
Seattle University
Diversity Scholarship Award
WSASP is aware of the need for a more aggressive approach to relieve financial pressures faced by students who are from diverse backgrounds and who are pursuing careers in school psychology. The WSASP Diversity Scholarship Program was established to address this need in our state’s schools. Marie Elizabet “Bet” King was
nominated by the program faculty at Seattle University.
Bet is an outstanding second year Latina female in our school psychology program.
Born in Guatemala City, Bet’s family immigrated to the United States when she was a
child. Early on, she made a commitment to working for justice for Latinx youth in
schools. She completed an undergraduate degree with honors in Teaching English as a
Second Language. After completing her teacher certification, she joined the Peace Corps as a volunteer English teacher
trainer in Columbia. While there, she served in a leadership role as a liaison between other volunteers and Peace Corp
staff.
She returned from Columbia to join the Seattle University EdS program. Upon application, she made clear her commitment to justice and equity for Latinx youth and we were delighted to admit her. While engaged in full time graduate
study, she also serves as a bilingual youth counselor for youth from Central America in a treatment setting.
Bet has clear goals related to her future in the field of school psychology. She will conduct bilingual comprehensive
evaluations that reduce cultural and linguistic biases, uphold a standard of excellence for all students by not enabling
prejudices or assumptions, and develop strong partnership with families to keep their voices integrated in decisionmaking. Bet will prove to be an outstanding school psychologist, capable of leadership for practice in the state of
Washington. ***Bet, It is truly wonderful that you have chosen to become a School Psychologist***

Upcoming WSASP Elections
Every spring the WSASP board that represents and serves you holds elections. This year, the positions
up for election are the President-Elect, Secretary, and multiple Area Representatives (1A, 1C, 3, 5, 7,
and 9). The President-Elect position is now nominated through the WSASP board, per the bylaws the
board revised in 2015. The reason for this, is to ensure that the individual who wins this position has
been actively engaged in WSASP, and has proven him/herself in a leadership position that supports
WSASP’s mission and vision statements. Other positions are nominated through the membership. We
will send out a call for nominations in March, asking you to nominate someone that you think might be
a good fit for these positions. All nominees must be members of WSASP and School Psychologists.
Descriptions of the roles (and what districts the different areas serve) will be included in the email and
Survey Monkey. We are looking for 2 people per Area, to share the position, to make sure there is
representation from each area at every board meeting. It is common that at least one of the current
Area Representatives will also be renominated and can help guide a co-representative. We encourage
you to consider colleagues for these positions. After nominations have been received, ballots will be
sent via an email and the voting process will occur on Survey Monkey later this spring.
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The School Psychologist Assessment Role under the MTSS Sky
Steve Hirsch Ph.D., NCSP, Workshop & Conferences Chair - Shoreline School District
Susan Ruby, Ph.D., NCSP, EWU University Representative
“It’s no longer about collecting data through a lens of eligibility but rather collecting data through a
lens of identifying possible causes of delay and development of evidence-based interventions.”
When faced with a future void of the need to establish a severe discrepancy between aptitude and achievement,
many school psychologists fear that their extensive training will be for naught. They fear that the valued members of
the team will no longer include them, but rather folks who are trained in delivering interventions. This couldn’t be
farther from the truth.
Consider this example:
Following Universal Screening in the area of reading (one measure of Oral Reading Fluency was used but hopefully
additional measures were employed), 4th grader Juan’s Oral Reading Fluency (ORF) increased from 67 correct words
per minute (CWPM) on previous screening to 78 CWPM at the current screening 3 months later (Rate of Improvement, ROI, 11cwpm/12 weeks or 0.92). During this time, he participated in a reading fluency- building program that
usually raises ORF about 2 words per week. As his ROI was only 0.92, red flags went up and talk began of a special
education referral.
Someone must facilitate a discussion of the tough questions before a special education referral is considered:
1. Juan moved here from Guatemala about 3-4 years ago, and he has conversational English skills but has not yet
mastered Academic English. How does this alter his rate of expected reading progress?
2. Is the observed reading progress sufficient to justify continued, more intensive and individualized reading help or
possible special education?
What slowed Juan down when reading? Phonemic awareness, phonological processing, vocabulary development, fluency strategies, or comprehension? For example, was he slow because, like most new readers, he tried to
sound out every word he didn’t recognize, or did he simply not recognize many of the words? A review of his engagement and participation in the intervention program is also needed. This type of analysis would lead to a more targeted
intervention.
Someone on this team is going to have to be an expert on diagnostic assessment and not just for academics but for social-emotional and mental health issues as well. You might enlist an IQ test to get a better feel for processing
speed, memory, or reasoning strategy deficits; a BASC or SSIS to get a better feel for social-emotional challenges a
Vineland for adaptive skill deficits. Someone on this team is going to have to feel comfortable collating data from
various sources, including data on interventions and progress monitoring in order for the team to make better decisions. It will be absolutely essential that someone on the team becomes more proficient at assessing a student’s
academic skills diagnostically and not merely for eligibility. Someone needs to consider cultural issues. Lastly,
someone on the team is going to have to feel comfortable writing a report that justifies the placement (professional
judgment) of this student in special ed. given the various sources of data.
Why wouldn’t this someone be you?

MTSS is not asking you to use change your assessment tools but rather look at the results
from a different lens.
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School Psychology University Updates

CWU School Psychology Program Update
Greetings to WSASP members from the CWU School Psychology program. We’d like to announce that our second
Summer Part-Time Summer Cohort for working educators will begin in Summer 2020. Applications will be accepted
beginning in Fall 2019.
In the summer cohort, working educators complete 4 summers of on-campus coursework in Ellensburg while completing distance coursework and practicum credits during the academic year in their supporting home districts. During the summer sessions, students attend classes on two consecutive days each week during the summer session.
This program allows individuals to work on the Ed.S. while remaining in their home school district. More details
about the program are available on our website http://www.cwu.edu/psychology/school-psychology-home
If you know of promising candidates in your school districts who may be interested please send them our way.
Heath Marrs, CWU Program Director, 509 963-2391, Heath.Marrs@cwu.edu

The UW School Psychology Program is in its second year of a collaboration with Madrona Elementary School
in Seattle School District. The collaboration is focused on the implementation of an art-based mindfulness
program to enhance school engagement. Under the supervision of Dr. Janine Jones (Principal Investigator), a
group of school psychology students have the opportunity to work with elementary age students using
interactive technology and facilitate a school-wide program that supports mental health and wellbeing. Using an app called L.A.U.G.H. (Let Art Unleash Great Happiness) (Catherine Mayer Foundation) as a
tool for art-based mindfulness, elementary students practice mindful breathing, create digital art, and use
the RULER mood meter to assess their current mood. This collaboration is one example of how the UW
School Psychology program is creating intersections of technology and school-based psychological services
in the areas of prevention and intervention.
Jim Mazza, Ph.D. UW School Psychology Professor, 206-616-6373, mazza@uw.edu
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School Psychology University Updates

EWU can train your staff to become certified school psychologists
without leaving your district.
Demand for certified school psychologists in rural districts is higher than ever. Educational staff
already working in rural districts tend to stay in rural districts. Eastern Washington University now
offers two highly accessible school psychology programs to help you refocus your staff’s experience
and training to better serve your students and community.
Educational Specialist in School Psychology (Online) Program:
Our fully online program is designed for working educational professionals with graduate degrees:
experienced teachers, counselors, social workers and administrators.
•

Entirely online with the exception of an annual three-day, on-site requirement in Spokane, Washington

•

One evening of synchronous classes per week

•

Summer start with options for three-year or accelerated two-year completion

•

Complete the practicum in your district (or partner locally as needed)

•

Transfer-in applicable graduate credits

•

Aligned with the National Association of School Psychologists Domains of Practice

Educational Specialist in School Psychology (Hybrid) Program:
Our hybrid program is designed for working educational professionals with bachelor’s degrees or for
those with master’s degrees who prefer greater face to face opportunities.
•

Entirely online with the exception of a quarterly two-three-day, on-site requirement in Cheney, Washington

•

Two evenings of synchronous classes per week

•

Summer start and three-year completion

•

Complete the practicum in your district (or partner locally as needed)

•

Approved by the National Association of School Psychologists

Susan Ruby, Ph.D., NCSP, Director, School Psychology Ed.S. Program, 509-359-6050, sruby@ewu.edu
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School Psychology University Updates

The School Psychology program at Seattle University is delighted to welcome a new
faculty member to the program, Dr. Parkin. Jason Parkin is an Assistant Clinical Professor. Jason has a doctoral degree in school psychology from the University of Missouri. As a practitioner, Jason worked in Texas, Missouri, and Washington state. He
has experience in both "traditional" and RTI/MTSS-based school settings, where he
provided comprehensive psychoeducational evaluations, and facilitated the grade
and school-level problem-solving process. Jason's current scholarly interests focus on
the use of psychometric tests. His research has appeared in publications such as
the Journal of School Psychology and Psychoeducational Assessments. As a trainer,
Jason hopes to support students' developing skill sets, and their practice in schoolJason Parkin, Ph.D., NCSP based settings.

How To Contact Your Area Representative
Area Represented

Name

Email

1A

Annemarie Hutson & Ashley Burchett

Area1A@wsasp.org

1B

Michael Pletan & Cassandra Mulivrana

Area1B@wsasp.org

1C

Jessica Kesseler & Mikael Olson

Area1C@wsasp.org

1D

Rebekah Hereth & Elizabeth Gibson-Myers

Area1D@wsasp.org

2

Danielle Howell-Hansen

Area2@wsasp.org

3

Nathan Cattarin & Tessa Nearing

Area3@wsasp.org

4

Jill Davidson & Donna Guise

Area4@wsasp.org
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Severe Discrepancy vs PSW vs RTI (MTSS)- Focusing on the Forest Rather than the Trees
Steve Hirsch, Ph.D., NCSP, Workshops and Conferences Chair
Shoreline School District
It was downright exciting to read the recent SCOPE and congratulations to the editorial board. The articles
on Patterns of Strength and Weakness (PSW), Response to Intervention (RTI) and severe discrepancy were
terrific and thought-provoking. Personally, I am thrilled at the prospect of OSPI leading an effort to finally
bring MTSS into our state and our districts. But as I read the first round of debate, I couldn’t help but feel
that we are too focused on the very specific goals of PSW and RTI with respect to the traditional role of the
School Psychologist; that being the identification of a disability and ultimately eligibility for special education.
We can’t overlook the basic philosophical approaches of severe discrepancy, PSW and MTSS.
We need to consider the value of MTSS to the school and not just the individual.
Severe discrepancy and PSW are all about the individual and the identification of a disability unique to the
student. They were developed to provide an objective and hopefully consistent criteria for the identification
of Specific Learning Disability and in the case of PSW, a better understanding of the underlying processes
that are contributing to a disability. Additionally PSW provides a framework for explaining the academic
difficulties that a student is experiencing and hopefully guide intervention in the process (on a three year
basis though, not on-going).

MTSS ultimately might deal with an individual student and the lack of progress they are demonstrating to
increasingly intensive and implemented interventions, but MTSS is about so much more. MTSS focuses not
only on academics but on behavior, and mental health as well. MTSS is a framework for dealing with the
symptoms of various disorders or disabilities. MTSS is a general education or pre-referral framework that
starts out with universal screening, which allows a school to identify systemic problems that must be
addressed. Individuals ‘fall out’ of the tiered interventions so that ultimately one ends up with a student
who has been non-responsive to increasingly intensive and individualized intervention.
I’ll end this diatribe by pointing out that we don't develop interventions based on a diagnostic category. We
assist students based on symptomology and contrary to the medical model, we don’t need to focus on a
diagnosis to prescribe a treatment. Do we treat the reading difficulty due to a Traumatic Brain Injury differently than the one accompanied by Autism? That said, I am sad to see that most descriptions of implemented MTSS academic models (see Franklin Pierce district model description) omit the phase of diagnostic
assessment. When a student demonstrates a deficit on an oral reading fluency test we need to determine if
that low fluency is a result of inadequate phonemics, weak phonological processing , poor vocabulary or lack
of comprehension strategies. This will guide our intervention development.
I look forward to the continued discussion and promise Washington’s psychologists that the Professional
Development events of WSASP will support OSPI’s efforts to bring MTSS to the state and prepare us for our
expanded role in the near future.
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Understanding and Countering Common “Misses” in
Behavioral Consultation by Laura Feuerborn and Ashli Tyre
Fall Conference 2018 Presentation Summary by Cassie Mulivrana Ed.S., NCSP
Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports (PBIS) is something we as school psychologists hear about regularly. As a tool that
uses research-based strategies to increase quality of life and positive behaviors while decreasing negative behaviors, PBIS seems
like a no brainer. So why do we still encounter so much resistance and how can we overcome this? Laura Feuerborn from the
University of Washington Tacoma and Ashli Tyre of Seattle University have done some impressive research and can help us
understand and counter the common “misses” in behavioral consultation.
Research and Philosophy
School Psychologists work with adults to bridge the gap between research and practice. In order to support all youth we must
engage to help families, kids and school. Effectiveness of PBIS strategies depends on the staff to actually implement the practices
behind PBIS, so what’s missing? PBIS neglects the emotions and feelings that contribute to staff resistance because of it’s focus
on behaviorism. In order to address issues with the implementation of PBIS, we must first diagnose the problem accurately. In
order to do this, we need DATA so we can understand the function of the resistance behaviors. What are they trying to communicate? What concerns/needs do they have? What barriers do they perceive and experience?
Staff Perceptions of Behavior and Discipline Support Survey
Staff Perceptions of Behavior and Discipline, or SPBD support is a validated staff survey developed by Feuerborn and Tyre that
buildings can use to gather the necessary data. It’s free, anonymous, automated and meant for ALL school staff. The responses
from this survey allow a greater understanding of staff beliefs and buildings to tailor their plan to their staff culture. The survey
measures 5 major domains: Systemic Cohesiveness & Openness to Change; Philosophical Views of Behavior & Discipline; Teaching
& Acknowledge Expectations; System Resources, Supports & Climate and Fidelity & Integrity. The SPBD also measures 4 areas
critical to the successful implementation and sustainability of SWPBS, including: knowledge & skills, training, buy-in, and communication.
Common “Misses”: Misunderstanding, Misapplication, and Misalignments
Resistance behaviors are commonly rooted in what Feuerborn and Tyre describe as the common “misses”: misunderstanding,
misapplication and misalignments.
Misunderstandings: Even in schools where it’s been implemented for years there are staff who report surprising little knowledge
of PBIS. This can be due to turnover, or because staff couldn’t or wouldn’t go to trainings or simply weren’t invited as is often the
case with paraeducators.
Misapplications of PBIS: Sometimes seemingly philosophical disagreement with PBIS actually reflect a systemic misapplication.
Misalignments of Philosophy: Staff are more likely to implement PBIS when it is compatible with their teaching philosophy.
Process for Countering “Misses”
Collect data to correctly identify the level of the problem:
1. If it’s an individual level problem, identify whether the problem is due to a misunderstanding, misapplication, or
misalignment of policy.
2. Address misunderstandings and misapplications first as they are typically straightforward
Misunderstandings often require more targeted information and training
Misapplications often require readjustments or implementation of modifications
3. Misalignments can be addressed through time, supported experiences and open exchange of ideas
Finally, Feuerborn and Tyre stressed the importance of self-reflection, data-based planning, working collaboratively with teachers
and other building staff to be partners in problem solving and avoiding viewing our work from a deficit lens – identify strengths
and practices on which you can build rather than focusing on what’s going wrong.
If you are interested in learning more about the Feuerborn and Tyre’s research and/or accessing the survey, you can find it at
https://spbdsupport.com/.
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Interested in Advertising in the SCOPE?
~Approximately 600 school psychologists & other educators currently subscribe to the SCOPE~
1)

The services or products offered (advertised) shall provide potential direct and/or indirect benefit for school psychologists; children; and/or
families. Benefits are not to be limited to the field of education.

2)

The advertisements must be in good taste, meaning suitable for viewing by children and otherwise non-offensive i.e. non-sexist, nonracist,
etc.

3)

The company purchasing the advertisement space must be an established company in business for over five years and with known products. If the company's status does not meet this criteria, WSASP may require a catalog of products or services offered; a sample of products
offered to preview; and/or references of prior service recipients. If the product/services are judged to be of likely benefit, the account will
be accepted.

4)

Product and service accounts are to be encouraged. Paid political advertisements and paid public policy statements will not be accepted
unless approved by the executive board.

5)

The Scope Editor will use the above guidelines to accept or decline advertising accounts.

6)

The Scope Editor will refer questionable accounts to the WSASP executive board when the guidelines above aren't sufficient to make judgment.

7)

The WSASP executive board reserves the right to reject any accounts deemed below our standards of professionalism or of possible detriment to our Scope readers or association. The WSASP Board has approved these guidelines for organizations or individuals interested in
advertising in our newsletter.
* For rates and conditions please email: SCOPE@wsasp.org
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